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This System originally served as the Nomads main hub in the Sirius Sector. Human settlers learned about it
when a Rheinland explorer found a strange looking jump gate deep inside the green nebulae in Omicron
Alpha. The Order then lead the attack by joint fleets against the Nomads, which ended with Nomads defeat
and also destroyed the huge central planet serving as the Nomad base. A moon orbiting the same collapsed
planet survived, and was later colonised by humans who named it Crossfire; a name which fits well in this
System's layout. Traffic in this System is still very high, and only a few years ago two orbital shipyards were
built close to Planet Crossfire, which used material from surrounding asteroid field (remnants of the main
planet mentioned earlier) for capital ships production.

However, the latest affair occurring in this System brought renewed fear, and showed people had not learnt
the lesson from the last great war in the old Sol System. People were unable to find a common way on how
to continue. Two different ideologies arose: one called Alliance Star Fleet (ASF) and the other Confederated
Strike Force (CSF). In X-3043 started again fighting, and both groups have built their central station (HQ)
with shipyards where were started producing not only fighters but capital ships as well.

1. Bases & Dockable Planets
Crossfire Dock 1 (Mooring Fixture)
Crossfire Dock 2 (Mooring Fixture)
Planet Crossfire
Aeston Shipyard (Mooring Fixture)
Far Water Shipyard (Mooring Fixture)

2. Jump Gates
Alaska
Arena
Casius
Custodian
Daedalus
Dyson Sphere
Enigma

Enyo
Freeport 7
Helios
Neophobos
Nephele
Nomads Lair
Omicron Alpha
Omicron Minor
Outer Dyson Sphere
Regalis
Sekar
Seltos
Tarsus
Telosis
Tohoku
Vega
Vespus
Wheel of Sirius

3. Wrecks
Demeter wreck
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